
Should psychiatrists read fiction? RecentShould psychiatrists read fiction? Recent

trends suggest that the answer is yes. Theretrends suggest that the answer is yes. There

has been the publication of the journal,has been the publication of the journal,

Medical HumanitiesMedical Humanities; the rise of narrative-; the rise of narrative-

based medicine, with its insistence thatbased medicine, with its insistence that

reading literature can help doctors betterreading literature can help doctors better

understand the ‘narratives’ of their patients;understand the ‘narratives’ of their patients;

the creation of an Arts and Medicinethe creation of an Arts and Medicine

faculty at Durham University; and the pro-faculty at Durham University; and the pro-

posal to set up an Arts and Psychiatryposal to set up an Arts and Psychiatry

Special Interest group in the Royal CollegeSpecial Interest group in the Royal College

of Psychiatrists. Such developments springof Psychiatrists. Such developments spring

from the belief that it is beneficial forfrom the belief that it is beneficial for

doctors to be exposed to the arts; thatdoctors to be exposed to the arts; that

somehow it makes them better clinicians.somehow it makes them better clinicians.

In contrast, others maintain that doctorsIn contrast, others maintain that doctors

should focus on medical scienceshould focus on medical science and thatand that

the arts are an irrelevance and a dis-the arts are an irrelevance and a dis-

traction. Here I examine the argument,traction. Here I examine the argument,

especially as it applies to psychiatry.especially as it applies to psychiatry.

In an influential lecture, C. P. SnowIn an influential lecture, C. P. Snow

(1959), the physicist and writer, contended(1959), the physicist and writer, contended

that society was divided into ‘two cultures’,that society was divided into ‘two cultures’,

the scientific and the artistic. He main-the scientific and the artistic. He main-

tained that this split was destructive andtained that this split was destructive and

warned that ‘Closing the gap between ourwarned that ‘Closing the gap between our

cultures is a necessity in the most abstractcultures is a necessity in the most abstract

intellectual sense, as well as the most prac-intellectual sense, as well as the most prac-

tical’. More recently, David Lodge drama-tical’. More recently, David Lodge drama-

tised this conflict in his novel,tised this conflict in his novel, ThinksThinks, in, in

which a cognitive scientist and a novelistwhich a cognitive scientist and a novelist

argue over whether science or imaginativeargue over whether science or imaginative

literature offers the best way of unlockingliterature offers the best way of unlocking

the mysteries of the mind. By the end ofthe mysteries of the mind. By the end of

the novel, it is clear that both perspectivesthe novel, it is clear that both perspectives

are valuable, and that to be restricted toare valuable, and that to be restricted to

only one is limiting.only one is limiting.

In medicine, the humanities wereIn medicine, the humanities were

formerly considered to be an importantformerly considered to be an important

part of medical education. In the 18th cen-part of medical education. In the 18th cen-

tury it was held that the doctor should be atury it was held that the doctor should be a

man (it was invariably a man) of culture,man (it was invariably a man) of culture,

and should be well versed in the huma-and should be well versed in the huma-

nities. This would confer wisdom on hisnities. This would confer wisdom on his

clinical practice. Rousseau (1986) hasclinical practice. Rousseau (1986) has

maintained that the value that cliniciansmaintained that the value that clinicians

attach to the humanities has waned inattach to the humanities has waned in

modern times and that doctors increasinglymodern times and that doctors increasingly

see themselves as scientists and bio-see themselves as scientists and bio-

technicians. However, Neve (1993) hastechnicians. However, Neve (1993) has

argued that, despite the prevailingargued that, despite the prevailing

technological culture, many doctors havetechnological culture, many doctors have

maintained an interest in the arts.maintained an interest in the arts.

ARGUMENTS INFAVOURARGUMENTS INFAVOUR
OF READINGLITERATUREOF READINGLITERATURE

(a)(a) T. S. Eliot (1948) observed that ‘weT. S. Eliot (1948) observed that ‘we

read many books, because we cannotread many books, because we cannot

know enough people’. We can exploreknow enough people’. We can explore

the lives and inner worlds of a widethe lives and inner worlds of a wide

variety of individuals by imaginativelyvariety of individuals by imaginatively

engaging with them in novels.engaging with them in novels.

(b)(b) A purely bioscientific model offers aA purely bioscientific model offers a

limited view of human beings. Doctorslimited view of human beings. Doctors

need a deeper understanding of theirneed a deeper understanding of their

patients that takes account ofpatients that takes account of

emotional and existential aspects.emotional and existential aspects.

Literature offers such a perspectiveLiterature offers such a perspective

(Downie, 1994). The recent changes in(Downie, 1994). The recent changes in

medical education outlined inmedical education outlined in Tomor-Tomor-

row’s Doctorsrow’s Doctors (General Medical(General Medical

Council, 1993) recommend thatCouncil, 1993) recommend that

students are exposed to the humanitiesstudents are exposed to the humanities

as well as the biosciences. There isas well as the biosciences. There is

some evidence that medical studentssome evidence that medical students

who have a background in the huma-who have a background in the huma-

nities and science, rather than sciencenities and science, rather than science

alone, go on to perform better in im-alone, go on to perform better in im-

portant areas of practice (Rolfeportant areas of practice (Rolfe et alet al,,

1995). In relation to psychiatry,1995). In relation to psychiatry,

Cawley (1993) has argued thatCawley (1993) has argued that

medical science does not provide amedical science does not provide a

complete picture of human beings andcomplete picture of human beings and

advocates the complementary study ofadvocates the complementary study of

the humanities.the humanities.

(c)(c) Reading literature helps to developReading literature helps to develop

empathy. One can see the world fromempathy. One can see the world from

another person’s viewpoint. This is es-another person’s viewpoint. This is es-

pecially applicable to literary accountspecially applicable to literary accounts

of illness and suffering. For example,of illness and suffering. For example,

Iain Crichton Smith’s novel,Iain Crichton Smith’s novel, In theIn the

Middle of the WoodMiddle of the Wood, depicts his own, depicts his own

psychotic breakdown; Evelyn Waugh’spsychotic breakdown; Evelyn Waugh’s

The Ordeal of Gilbert PinfoldThe Ordeal of Gilbert Pinfold describesdescribes

drug-induced hallucinosis; Bernarddrug-induced hallucinosis; Bernard

MacLaverty’sMacLaverty’s Grace NotesGrace Notes deals withdeals with

postnatal depression; Ian McEwan’spostnatal depression; Ian McEwan’s

Enduring LoveEnduring Love is concerned withis concerned with

de Clerambault’s syndrome; and practi-de Clérambault’s syndrome; and practi-

cally all of Dostoyevsky’s novels featurecally all of Dostoyevsky’s novels feature

characters with mental disturbances.characters with mental disturbances.

(d)(d) Some commentators have made theSome commentators have made the

distinction between ‘aesthetic’ anddistinction between ‘aesthetic’ and

‘ethical’ approaches to the medical‘ethical’ approaches to the medical

study of literature (McLellan & Jones,study of literature (McLellan & Jones,

1996). The former approach leads to1996). The former approach leads to

the development of complex inter-the development of complex inter-

pretive skills. Narrative-based medicinepretive skills. Narrative-based medicine

is particularly concerned with this areais particularly concerned with this area

(Greenhalgh & Hurwitz, 1998). The(Greenhalgh & Hurwitz, 1998). The

techniques involved in understandingtechniques involved in understanding

and analysing a novel can be appliedand analysing a novel can be applied

to the understanding of patientto the understanding of patient

discourse. One can become more sensi-discourse. One can become more sensi-

tive to the nuances and subtexts of ative to the nuances and subtexts of a

patient’s communication.patient’s communication.

Several literary devices have clinicalSeveral literary devices have clinical

resonances. For example, the conceptresonances. For example, the concept

of the ‘unreliable narrator’ is especiallyof the ‘unreliable narrator’ is especially

applicable to the understanding of aapplicable to the understanding of a

patient’s history. This refers to thepatient’s history. This refers to the

situation where the character tellingsituation where the character telling

the story might give, either by designthe story might give, either by design

or unwittingly, a misleading oror unwittingly, a misleading or

distorted account of events. Fordistorted account of events. For

example, inexample, in The Diary of a NobodyThe Diary of a Nobody

by George and Weedon Grossmith,by George and Weedon Grossmith,

the narrator, Charles Pooter, attemptsthe narrator, Charles Pooter, attempts

to present himself as a man of dignity,to present himself as a man of dignity,

but his account of himself and hisbut his account of himself and his

encounters with others reveals that heencounters with others reveals that he

is a figure of fun. A similar phenom-is a figure of fun. A similar phenom-

enon can occur clinically when aenon can occur clinically when a

patient’s story suggests to the psy-patient’s story suggests to the psy-

chiatrist a different picture than waschiatrist a different picture than was

intended.intended.

(e)(e) The ‘ethical’ approach teaches ethicalThe ‘ethical’ approach teaches ethical

reflection and how to approach moralreflection and how to approach moral

quandaries and decision-making. Forquandaries and decision-making. For

example, William Carlos Williams’example, William Carlos Williams’

short story ‘The Use of Force’ raisesshort story ‘The Use of Force’ raises

the question as to whether it is everthe question as to whether it is ever

justifiable to medically intervenejustifiable to medically intervene

against a patient’s will. Brian McCabe’sagainst a patient’s will. Brian McCabe’s

story ‘Full Moon’ examines the feelingsstory ‘Full Moon’ examines the feelings

engendered in a therapist when he isengendered in a therapist when he is

mistaken for a patient. Gene Brewer’smistaken for a patient. Gene Brewer’s

novelnovel K-PaxK-Pax explores the dilemmaexplores the dilemma

facing the psychiatrist in decidingfacing the psychiatrist in deciding

whether a patient is describing realwhether a patient is describing real

events or delusions.events or delusions.

(f)(f) Theoreticians have also discussed theTheoreticians have also discussed the

difference between an ‘additive’ anddifference between an ‘additive’ and

an ‘integrated’ approach to the subjectan ‘integrated’ approach to the subject

(Evans & Greaves, 1999). The former(Evans & Greaves, 1999). The former

sees the arts as adding on to an existingsees the arts as adding on to an existing
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biomedical knowledge base, whereasbiomedical knowledge base, whereas

the latter attempts to refocus thethe latter attempts to refocus the

whole of medicine to an understandingwhole of medicine to an understanding

of what it is to be fully human. Richardof what it is to be fully human. Richard

Smith (1999) has observed, ‘The addi-Smith (1999) has observed, ‘The addi-

tive view is that medicine can betive view is that medicine can be

‘‘softened’’ by exposing its practitioners‘‘softened’’ by exposing its practitioners

to the humanities; the integrated view isto the humanities; the integrated view is

more ambitious, aiming to shape themore ambitious, aiming to shape the

nature, goals and knowledge basenature, goals and knowledge base

itselfitself ’.’.

ARGUMENTS AGAINSTARGUMENTS AGAINST
READINGLITERATUREREADINGLITERATURE

(a)(a) The arts are simply irrelevant to theThe arts are simply irrelevant to the

practice of medicine. One shouldpractice of medicine. One should

concentrate on acquiring clinical skillsconcentrate on acquiring clinical skills

and learning the basic facts. Anythingand learning the basic facts. Anything

else is a distraction. Wassersug (1987),else is a distraction. Wassersug (1987),

has declared: ‘real medical progresshas declared: ‘real medical progress

has not been made by humanitarianshas not been made by humanitarians

but by doctors equipped with micro-but by doctors equipped with micro-

scopes, scalpels, dyes, catheters, rays,scopes, scalpels, dyes, catheters, rays,

test tubes, and culture plates’.test tubes, and culture plates’.

Similarly, psychiatry should be seen asSimilarly, psychiatry should be seen as

a branch of the natural sciences.a branch of the natural sciences.

Human beings are essentially noHuman beings are essentially no

different from other constituents ofdifferent from other constituents of

the physical world, and all we need tothe physical world, and all we need to

know about them will be revealed byknow about them will be revealed by

the neurosciences. The arts, therefore,the neurosciences. The arts, therefore,

have nothing to offer.have nothing to offer.

(b)(b) Imaginative writers are attempting toImaginative writers are attempting to

do crudely and unsystematically whatdo crudely and unsystematically what

modern psychologists do in a sophisti-modern psychologists do in a sophisti-

cated and rigorous manner. Accordingcated and rigorous manner. According

to Downie & Charlton (1992) it isto Downie & Charlton (1992) it is

enough to state this proposition toenough to state this proposition to

recognise the absurdity of it, but thererecognise the absurdity of it, but there

are those who agree with it. Certainlyare those who agree with it. Certainly

the cognitive scientist in Lodge’sthe cognitive scientist in Lodge’s

ThinksThinks makes this claim, dismissingmakes this claim, dismissing

imaginative literature as ‘folkimaginative literature as ‘folk

psychology’.psychology’.

(c)(c) Harold Bloom (2000), a distinguishedHarold Bloom (2000), a distinguished

literary critic, asserts that reading doesliterary critic, asserts that reading does

not make us better, more-caringnot make us better, more-caring

people. It is essentially a selfish activity.people. It is essentially a selfish activity.

It can expand an individual’s intellec-It can expand an individual’s intellec-

tual horizons but it does not engendertual horizons but it does not engender

altruism or increased sensitivity toaltruism or increased sensitivity to

others. In his bookothers. In his book Newton’s SleepNewton’s Sleep,,

the physician Raymond Tallis (1995)the physician Raymond Tallis (1995)

goes to great lengths to argue that angoes to great lengths to argue that an

acquaintance with the arts does notacquaintance with the arts does not

make individuals more caring; in fact,make individuals more caring; in fact,

it might make them less so. He quotesit might make them less so. He quotes

Tolstoy’s tale of an aristocraticTolstoy’s tale of an aristocratic

woman weeping in the theatre at thewoman weeping in the theatre at the

imaginary tragedy enacted on theimaginary tragedy enacted on the

stage, while outside a real tragedy isstage, while outside a real tragedy is

taking place as her faithful coachmantaking place as her faithful coachman

freezes to death. Here art serves tofreezes to death. Here art serves to

deceive the woman that she is sensitive,deceive the woman that she is sensitive,

when she is actually inconsiderate.when she is actually inconsiderate.

More generally, George SteinerMore generally, George Steiner

(1971) has repeatedly questioned the(1971) has repeatedly questioned the

assumption that exposure to the artsassumption that exposure to the arts

leads to more-civilised behaviour,leads to more-civilised behaviour,

citing the example of Nazi Germanyciting the example of Nazi Germany

where high culture coexisted along-where high culture coexisted along-

side concentration camps. Asside concentration camps. As

McManus (1995) has pointed out, theMcManus (1995) has pointed out, the

semantic kinship between the termssemantic kinship between the terms

humane and the humanities suggests ahumane and the humanities suggests a

causal relationship, but there may, incausal relationship, but there may, in

fact, be none.fact, be none.

(d)(d) Reading is not a substitute forReading is not a substitute for

experience. The great French novelist,experience. The great French novelist,

Marcel Proust, who immersed himselfMarcel Proust, who immersed himself

in literature, recognised this. As hein literature, recognised this. As he

wrote:wrote:

‘To make [reading] into a discipline is to give too‘To make [reading] into a discipline is to give too
large a role towhat is onlyanincitement.Readinglarge a role towhatis only anincitement.Reading
is onthethresholdofthe spirituallife; itcanintro-is onthethresholdofthe spirituallife; itcanintro-
duce us to it: itdoes notconstitute it’ (de Botton,duce us to it: itdoes notconstitute it’ (de Botton,
1997).1997).

An exclusively bookish life can lead toAn exclusively bookish life can lead to

an estrangement from the rest ofan estrangement from the rest of

humanity. In an amusing historicalhumanity. In an amusing historical

survey entitled ‘Reading: A Healthsurvey entitled ‘Reading: A Health

Warning’, Roy Porter (1999) chartedWarning’, Roy Porter (1999) charted

the many voices, including physiciansthe many voices, including physicians

and psychiatrists, who have advisedand psychiatrists, who have advised

that excessive reading can bring aboutthat excessive reading can bring about

mental and physical decline.mental and physical decline.

(e)(e) Many doctors simply do not readMany doctors simply do not read

books, whether through lack ofbooks, whether through lack of

inclination, aptitude or time.inclination, aptitude or time.

(f)(f) From the artistic point of view, severalFrom the artistic point of view, several

commentators object to the wholecommentators object to the whole

notion of approaching a work of litera-notion of approaching a work of litera-

ture with the pre-determined aim ofture with the pre-determined aim of

extracting something that may be clini-extracting something that may be clini-

cally ‘useful’ (Bamforth, 2001). Imagi-cally ‘useful’ (Bamforth, 2001). Imagi-

native writing should produce variednative writing should produce varied

and unpredictable responses in itsand unpredictable responses in its

readers. It is inappropriate to trawlreaders. It is inappropriate to trawl

through literature for references tothrough literature for references to

doctors and disease, as this impliesdoctors and disease, as this implies

that the reader is not open to thethat the reader is not open to the

aesthetic potential of the work. Oscaraesthetic potential of the work. Oscar

Wilde famously declared, ‘All art isWilde famously declared, ‘All art is

quite useless’, and resisted any sugges-quite useless’, and resisted any sugges-

tion that it was educational or morallytion that it was educational or morally

uplifting.uplifting.

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

Psychiatrists who read fiction evidently seePsychiatrists who read fiction evidently see

value in it; those who do not might bevalue in it; those who do not might be

unmoved by arguments in its favour. Thoseunmoved by arguments in its favour. Those

who argue against the benefits of readingwho argue against the benefits of reading

are surely right to question the assumptionare surely right to question the assumption

that exposure to literature automaticallythat exposure to literature automatically

brings about greater sensitivity andbrings about greater sensitivity and

empathy in the reader. However, althoughempathy in the reader. However, although

even the most fervent enthusiast for the artseven the most fervent enthusiast for the arts

would not claim that all doctors shouldwould not claim that all doctors should

read books, there is a growing acknow-read books, there is a growing acknow-

ledgement of the value of the humanitiesledgement of the value of the humanities

in medical education, and perhaps this isin medical education, and perhaps this is

part of a wider trend that recognises thepart of a wider trend that recognises the

limitations of a purely biotechnologicallimitations of a purely biotechnological

approach to patient care. In a critique ofapproach to patient care. In a critique of

evidence-based medicine, Williams &evidence-based medicine, Williams &

Garner (2002) conclude that it ‘must beGarner (2002) conclude that it ‘must be

underpinned by the need to understandunderpinned by the need to understand

and respond empathically to the illnessand respond empathically to the illness

in accord with the patient’s experien-in accord with the patient’s experien-

tialtial perspective’, and they go on toperspective’, and they go on to

underunderline the importance of engaging withline the importance of engaging with

the humanities as part of professionalthe humanities as part of professional

development.development.

If one does accept that it is of benefit toIf one does accept that it is of benefit to

psychiatrists to read, should there be apsychiatrists to read, should there be a

canon of improving texts? Several canonscanon of improving texts? Several canons

have indeed been proposed (Greenhalghhave indeed been proposed (Greenhalgh

& Hurwitz, 1998). However, there is a& Hurwitz, 1998). However, there is a

danger that they are approached as didacticdanger that they are approached as didactic

texts. They can then become a chore totexts. They can then become a chore to

read. Furthermore, if the aim is to developread. Furthermore, if the aim is to develop

interpretive skills, it surely does notinterpretive skills, it surely does not

matter what books are read; they do notmatter what books are read; they do not

have to be about medicine, psychiatry orhave to be about medicine, psychiatry or

mental illness.mental illness.

However, one of the claims in favour ofHowever, one of the claims in favour of

reading is the notion that books aboutreading is the notion that books about

illness and suffering help doctors betterillness and suffering help doctors better

understand the inner experience of theirunderstand the inner experience of their

patients and, as a consequence, developpatients and, as a consequence, develop

greater empathy. It is here that a suggestedgreater empathy. It is here that a suggested

reading list may be of value, and I havereading list may be of value, and I have

already mentioned a number of novels inalready mentioned a number of novels in

this genre. It is important that such readingthis genre. It is important that such reading

lists are offered in the spirit of suggestionlists are offered in the spirit of suggestion

rather than as compulsory texts. It will thenrather than as compulsory texts. It will then

be left to the individual psychiatrist tobe left to the individual psychiatrist to

decide whether they are worth exploring.decide whether they are worth exploring.

A medical culture that takes a positiveA medical culture that takes a positive

approach to the humanities will greatlyapproach to the humanities will greatly

encourage such explorations.encourage such explorations.
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